
NOUVEAU ! The 5Daily
and more!

RA-101
Divided tub
$14.75

RA-150
Plastic book box
$4.95

RA-102
Small tub
$6.25

RA-105
Flat tub
$7.95

RA-100
Open tub
$10.95

MP-104-18
Book browser cart
Includes 18 RA-102 tubs
$240

MP-106
Library on wheels
Includes 18 RA-102 tubs
$370

Tubs RA-100-101-102 Tubs RA-105

MP-104D-18 
Book browser cart
Includes 18 RA-102 tubs and book displays
$350

Book storage

MP-104D
Book browser cart
Includes 6 RA-101 tubs, 3 RA-100 tubs and book displays
$350

MP-104
Book browser cart
Includes 6 RA-101 tubs and 3 RA-100 tubs
$240

MP-105
Library on wheels
Includes 9 RA-101 tubs 
$370



JE-510
Organization chart
$39.95

AC-922
Seat Buddy 
16" x 15"
$10.95

AC-920-5
Pack-N-Read bag 11” x 13”
Set of 5
$25.95

AC-921-4
Pack-N-Read bag 12” x 14”

Set of 4
$25.95

Word resources for students

EL-122
Hush Buddy - Bear
$23

EL-123
Hush Buddy - Panda
$23

EL-124
Hush Buddy - Tiger
$23

Noise reduction solutions

EL-127
Ear muffs (37dB)
$20

EL-126
Ear muffs (27dB) 
$12

Classroom organization
When space  
is limited

For student 
follow-up

 ⊲  Each set contains a different collection of high frequency and linking words in addition to number lines, frequently used reference words 
such as days of the week, months and number words.

 ⊲ Cards measure 18” x 5” to fit neatly at the top of each child’s desk.

DW-002
Desktop Word Wall (Set of 30): Upper Emergent (Gr 1-2)
$13.95

DW-003
Desktop Word Wall (Set of 30): Fluent (Gr 2-3)
$13.95

DW-004
Desktop Word Wall (Set of 30): Fluent Plus (Gr 3-4)
$13.95

DW-001
Desktop Word Wall (Set of 30): Emergent (K-1) 
$13.95



Specialized furniture

MP-111
Classic reading/writing center 
$345

 ⊲  Front magnetic dry erase surface (34”H x 24”W)
 ⊲  Rear removable double-sided dry erase board with lines  
on one side (32”H x 24”W) 

 ⊲ 4 sliding open tubs (RA-100)
 ⊲ 2” twin wheel locking casters 
 ⊲ Large middle shelf with big book racks
 ⊲ Snap-on chart paper hooks and 2 magnetic page paws
 ⊲ Frame measures 56 1/2”H x 33”W x 27”D

MP-125
Teacher trolley
$215

 ⊲  Removable magnetic dry-erase whiteboard 
 ⊲ Snap-on chart paper hooks
 ⊲ Hanging pockets for additional storage
 ⊲ 3 small open tubs (RA-102), 1 open tub (RA-100) and 3 tiny tubs
 ⊲ 3” locking casters 
 ⊲ Rungs for handing file folders
 ⊲ Frame measures (with whiteboard): 46”H x 20”L x 16”D 

MP-108
Deluxe chart stand 
$235

 ⊲ Magnetic double-sided dry erase whiteboard (24 “x 33”)
 ⊲ Board height adjustable upon assembly
 ⊲ 2 open tubs (RA-100)
 ⊲ 2” twin wheel locking casters
 ⊲ Snap-on chart hooks
 ⊲ Frame measures 50” to 69 1/2”H x 28”W x 27”D 

MP-102
Royal reading/writing center 
$375

 ⊲ Front magnetic dry erase surface (29”H x 29”W)
 ⊲  Rear removable double-sided dry erase board  
with lines on one side (36”H x 25”W) 

 ⊲ 4 sliding open tubs (RA-100)
 ⊲ 3” twin wheel locking casters
 ⊲ 2 foot-activated brakes 
 ⊲ Large middle shelf with big book racks and 2 tiny tubs
 ⊲ Snap-on chart paper hooks and 2 magnetic page paws
 ⊲ Frame measures 56”H x 31 1/2”W x 32”D

View additionnal 
models on 
alphabetix.ca



Listen to reading

EL-101

EL-022MP-041
EL-100
CD/cassette/MP3 player only
$165

EL-101
4 person listening center
$345

EL-102
6 person listening center
$380

TEL-050
Includes a selection of 7 books
with CD and a RA-150 tub
Ideal for kindergarten and grade 1
$149

TEL-100

Includes a selection of 8 books  
with CD and a RA-150 tub
Ideal for grades 1-2
$169

TEL-300
Includes a selection of 7 books
with CD and a RA-150 tub
Ideal for grades 5-7
$199

TEL-200
Includes a selection of 6 books  
with CD and a RA-150 tub
Ideal for grades 3-5
$155

Titles may vary depending on availability

EL-020
CD/cassette/MP3 player only
$150

EL-022
6 person listening center
$380

MP-041
4 person portable CD player  
listening center
$160

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 4

Listening centers
Perfect for small groups

French audio starter kits



Wireless listening centre
EL-140 
Wireless listening centre
$345

EL-138 
Deluxe headphones
$19

EL-140 
Headphones
$16

 ⊲  Wireless transmitter, easily connects to any audio source (300’ range)
 ⊲  Includes 4 headphones, one transmitter and the necessary cables  
to connect it to an audio source

 ⊲ Additional headphones can be added

EL-107
Listening centre
Available in 3 colours: red, blue or yellow
$85

EL-115
Stereo/Mono
headphones
$19

EL-116
Headphones
Available in 3 colours: red, blue or yellow
$17/each

BEAR PANDA TIGER

EL-105
Headphones
$19

EL-106
Mini-stereo Jackbox
Available in 3 colours:  
red, blue or yellow
(wire to connect to audio source 
included)
$27

Listen to reading



RA-502
“Original Tech Tub” Premium -  
6 iPad®

RA-502-C
“Original Tech Tub” Premium -  
6 Chromebook
$229

MP-118
“Dewey” iPad® document  
camera stand
$80

MP-118 LED
With microscope and LED light
$95

 ⊲ Convert your iPad® into a document camera
 ⊲ 90° rotating mount that swivels and tilts
 ⊲ Height adjustable
 ⊲ Headphone holder
 ⊲ Microscope with 5x or 10x magnification and LED light
 ⊲ 13”W x 9 1/2”D x 13 3/4”- 21”H

RA-520
Premium Tech Tub2 - 6 tablets
$265

RA-522
Premium Tech Tub2 - 10 tablets
$475

RA-524
Premium Tech Tub2 Trolley - 6 tablets
$335

RA-526
Premium Tech Tub2 Trolley - 10 tablets
$525

RA-528
Premium Tech Tub2 Trolley - 24 tablets
$1,300

For tablets

A must for shared
reading or for  

presenting texts

Mobile solution for storing  
and charging tablets

RA-522

RA-524

RA-528

RA-526

MP-118

MP-118 LED

RA-520

More details on alphabetix.ca



JE-500 
Jumbo alphabet stamps - 
Lowercase
JE-501 
Jumbo alphabet stamps - 
Uppercase
$23.95

AC-904
Tabletop easel
$79

 ⊲  2 magnetic dry erase boards
 ⊲ 1 side with lines
 ⊲ Plastic sleeve card holder
 ⊲ 3 tiny tubs

JE-511 
Dry erase board (9” X 12”)

Set of 10
$89

JE-506
Uppercase magnetic tiles (86) 
$23.95

JE-509 
Seven-colour stamp pad
Washable ink
$16.95

Word work - Work on writing

LB-100 
Small Blank Book 8 pages 
6 ½" X 5 ½"
$10.95 /10

LB-102 
Blank Book 12 pages
7 ½" X 8 ½" 
$22.95 /10 

LB-101 
Blank Book 12 pages 
8 ½" X 11" 
$22.95 /10

JE-502 Uppercase
JE-504 Lowercase
Jumbo multicolored magnetic letters -
42 letters 2 ½”H
$19.95

JE-503 Uppercase
JE-505 Lowercase
Jumbo magnetic letters -
42 letters 2 ½”H
$19.95

Soft cover

Dry erase
and magnetic

board

JE-505

JE-506

JE-502



Display your passion

DE-015
Wall decal - Swing
124 cm x 110 cm
$48

DE-014
Wall decal - Hop
114 cm x 106 cm
$48

DE-011
Wall decal - Reading
135 cm x 81 cm
$48

DE-013
Wall decal - Tree height gaugee
170 cm x 69 cm
$48DE-003

Wall decal - Reader in a tree
125 cm x 76 cm
$48

HOW TO ORDER
>  Online store

When purchasing, schools can:
- Pay by credit card OR
-  Choose the option “Invoice me” 

to receive an invoice.
-  If required, specify the purchase  

order number.

>  By e-mail, by sending your order  
at: info@alphabetix.ca

>  By fax, by sending your purchase 
order at 1 866 521-3781

The prices in effect are those of the website. 

alphabetix.ca

Phone: 1 888 659-3243
Fax: 1 866 521-3781
Email: info@alphabetix.ca
To find out about 
our new products 
and promotions, 
join us on 
facebook!

Visit our website to discover  
all our products!

DE-012
Wall decal - Jules
144 cm x 148 cm
$48


